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click on the add button, and you can see that it is
the newest version. you now need to use the tree
view to drill down to the processor you want. you
can also select the processor by clicking on the
(+) and select the processor. notice, that the
setup is for the micrologix, you need to use the
'revision'. so it will look slightly different than the
example, and might even have the add to project
button disabled, you can get to it via the project
settings (tab) where the processors are listed in
the left pane. in the case of the process below,
look for the rslinx setup on the project. next, go
back to the micrologix, either process or the
revision in the left pane, you want to add the
processor. notice that it is highlighted in yellow,
you can either add to project or make sure the
program region matches the processor. here you
will see a demonstration on how to program an
autocad bom into rslinx, how quickly you can pull
up the engineering drawing in autocad, and then
see the bom updated in the rslinx window. the
building image has been programmed using a
rslogix micrologix 1100 programmable logic
controller (plc) module. the images on the screen
show the actual market price for the construction
of a single story rental apartment building using
rslinx. the specifications are based on the typical
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building specifications in the washington, dc area.
this shows the potential of the free software to
use as a cost-saving tool during the bidding
process to eliminate bidding errors. the actual
price will depend on what is built and whether or
not the building is certified by the green building
council in a predetermined number of green
building points.
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there is a temporary fix at this stage if you do
have an error within a standard operating system,

it is to change the folder to the location of the
rslinx software folder. then to find the folder name

is to type into the address bar c:\program files
(x86)\rslinx\rslinx classic v2.0.45 and you will find
a place within the folder name to change. ok so
maybe there has been some corruption and you

have a rockwell folder with the rslinx classic
v2.0.45 installed in it. well when you have the
software installed and its running but you get

error pop up messages within the software then
you may be able to overcome the error by

changing the location of the folder. if you move
the folders then you are sure that you wont have

any errors using the rslinx software and it also
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helps to get the software working aswell. well that
is it for this short video. i hope this has been
informative. if you have any questions please

leave a comment and let me know. well if you do
manage to learn something from this tutorial then

use the comments below to get a backlink for
your video website and we can all get better and

get more knowledge over the website. so it is
good for everyone. the first area is the data area

and this is where all the data data gets stored. the
word 'data' is placed to the right of the data area
and a field will be added or subtracted when the
decimal number is added or subtracted from the
column. the decimal number will be placed in the

next column. you have to get a name for your
variables. the first variable is the name of your plc

and the second variable is the name of the
register, control and data you want to access. i've

picked the name 'general_var' for my own self.
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